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PROXIMAL CANTOR SYSTEMS WITH TOPOLOGICAL RANK 2
ARE RESIDUALLY SCRAMBLED
TAKASHI SHIMOMURA
Abstract. Downarowicz and Maass (2008) proposed topological ranks for all homeo-
morphic Cantor minimal dynamical systems using properly ordered Bratteli diagrams. In
this study, we adopt this definition to the case of all essentially minimal zero-dimensional
systems. We consider the cases in which topological ranks are 2 and unique minimal sets
are fixed points. Akin and Kolyada (2003), in their study of Li–Yorke sensitivity, showed
that if the unique minimal set of an essentially minimal system is a fixed point, then
the system must be proximal. However, a finite topological rank implies expansiveness;
furthermore, in the case of proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2, the expan-
siveness is always from the lowest degree.
Rank 2 zero-dimensional systems might be thought as a part of the rank 1 transforma-
tions that are considered in the vast field of ergodic theory. However, these systems are
also interesting from the perspective of topological chaos theory; e.g., in this study, we
show that all proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2 are residually scrambled.
In addition, we investigate the finite invariant measures on these systems. Evidently,
such systems have at most two ergodic measures. We present a necessary and sufficient
condition for the unique ergodicity of these systems. In addition, we show that the
number of ergodic measures of systems that are topologically mixing can be 1 and 2.
Moreover, we present examples that are topologically weakly mixing, not topologically
mixing, and uniquely ergodic. Finally, we show that the number of ergodic measures of
systems that are not weakly mixing can be 1 and 2.
1. Introduction
In this paper, a pair pX, fq of a compact metric space X and a homeomorphism
f : X Ñ X is called a (homeomorphic) topological dynamical system. If X is totally
disconnected, then pX, fq is called a (homeomorphic) zero-dimensional system; further,
if X is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, then pX, fq is called a (homeomorphic) Cantor
system. If f is a continuous surjective map, then we explicitly state that pX, fq is a con-
tinuous surjective topological dynamical system, continuous surjective zero-dimensional
system, and so on. The minimal zero-dimensional systems are thoroughly investigated in
the connection with the theory of C˚-algebras. In a preparatory study, Herman, Putnam,
and Skau [HPS92] showed [HPS92, Theorem 4.7] states in which a bijective correspon-
dence exists between equivalence classes of essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagrams
and pointed topological conjugacy classes of essentially minimal zero-dimensional systems.
By the word essentially minimal zero-dimensional systems, they meant zero-dimensional
systems with unique minimal sets. In their Bratteli–Vershik model, the maximal and
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minimal paths have to be selected from the minimal sets. From this, the properly or-
dered Bratteli diagrams have been used to represent minimal Cantor systems, and the
maximal and minimal paths are selected arbitrarily from the total spaces. Innumerable
works have been done on this model. In particular, Downarowicz and Maass in [DM08]
defined the topological ranks for all homeomorphic Cantor minimal systems. Further,
they demonstrated that all homeomorphic Cantor minimal systems with topological rank
K ą 1 are expansive. Thus, defining the topological ranks based on the original essentially
simple Bratteli diagrams is natural. We do this for all homeomorphic essentially minimal
zero-dimensional systems with respect to the essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagrams.
Akin and Kolyada [AK03, Proposition 2.2] characterized all proximal systems as systems
having unique minimal sets that are fixed points. Accordingly, homeomorphic proximal
zero-dimensional systems are characterized as essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik systems
that have unique fixed points; further, they have topological ranks. Zero-dimensional
proximal systems with finite topological ranks are symbolic (see [S17]). In particular,
zero-dimensional proximal systems with topological rank 2 are symbolic. We show that
the degree of expansiveness in the Bratteli–Vershik representation is always from the lowest
degree (see Proposition 6.7).
In [BHS08, Proposition 55], Blanchard, Huang, and Snoha presented an example of sub-
stitution dynamics that is residually scrambled (see Definitions 2.1 to 2.4). In finding this
proposition, we have conducted a brief survey on homeomorphic proximal Cantor systems
with topological rank 2. In this proposition, they also showed that the system is topo-
logically mixing and has some ergodic properties. We could clarify that the substitution
system constructed in [BHS08, Proposition 55] is a proximal (see Definition 2.6) Cantor
system with topological rank 2 (see Definition 3.10 and Proposition 6.9). We extend the
study to proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2 and show that all proximal
Cantor systems with topological rank 2 are residually scrambled (see Theorem 6.15). We
also present a necessary and sufficient condition for the unique ergodicity of such systems
(see Theorem 6.20).
In studying such systems, we adopt the graph covering approach in some special forms
that can easily be translated into the Bratteli–Vershik approach. On this point, Bernardes
and Darji in [BD12] had already used the technique using finite directed graphs and its
covering maps for the study of continuous surjective or homeomorphic Cantor systems.
The technique has also been used in some works. For example, Fernandez, Good, and
Puljiz [FGP17] constructed an almost totally minimal homeomorphism of the Cantor set.
Boron´ski, Kupka, and Oprocha [BKO17] showed that there exists a completely scrambled
topologically mixing system. By the similar approach, we introduce a special kind of
graph coverings, i.e. graph coverings of Kakutani–Rohlin type that are abbreviated as
KR-coverings. With this, we can define the topological rank that matches with the one
that had been defined onto minimal Cantor systems by Downarowicz and Maass [DM08]
(see Theorem 3.25).
One of the properties of proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2 identified
in this paper is the existence of residual scrambled sets. Hence, let us recall some ba-
sic definitions of topological dynamical systems. From the viewpoint of Li–Yorke chaotic
systems, the size of scrambled sets has been discussed in various aspects. In [Ged87],
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Gedeon found that there is no residually scrambled system in the maps of the closed in-
terval. On the other hand, various completely scrambled systems (see Definition 2.5)
have been found in zero-dimensional spaces and in spaces of dimension 1 ĺ n ĺ 8
([HY01, MFO16, BKO17, S16b]). Nevertheless, being completely scrambled is a very
tight restriction on the system. In [BHS08], Blanchard, Huang, and Snoha presented var-
ious examples of residually scrambled systems in addition to the example mentioned at
the beginning of this paper. In particular, they constructed a residually scrambled system
with positive topological entropy from any proximal residually scrambled system having
an invariant measure that has positive measure on every non-empty open set (see [BHS08,
Proposition 56]). Therefore, in this paper, we try to extend the above-mentioned example
[BHS08, Proposition 55], which is a non-primitive substitution dynamical system of two
symbols to a larger class of proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2. In fact, we
show that every proximal Cantor system with topological rank 2 is topologically conjugate
to a residually scrambled symbolic system of two symbols (Theorem 6.15). There exist
at most two ergodic measures; if two exist, exactly one of them has positive measure on
every non-empty open set. Further, using the graph covering method, we show that the
number of ergodic measures of systems that are topologically mixing can be both 1 and
2. Moreover, we present examples that are topologically weakly mixing, not topologically
mixing, and uniquely ergodic. Finally, we show that the number of ergodic measures of
systems that are not weakly mixing can be both 1 and 2.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, some preliminaries are
introduced in § 2. We investigate only finite invariant measures. Next, the Bratteli–Vershik
representation of zero-dimensional essentially minimal homeomorphisms is presented in
§ 3, and a link is established between the Bratteli–Vershik representation approach and
the graph covering approach in the case of zero-dimensional essentially minimal systems.
In § 4, we state Theorem 4.5, which characterizes zero-dimensional proximal systems by
means of Bratteli–Vershik systems and graph coverings. In § 5, we present the array system
approach developed by Downarowicz and Maass [DM08]. Finally, in § 6, we present the
results of our survey on proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2 as well as some
examples.
2. Preliminaries
Let Z be the set of all integers and N be the set of all non-negative integers. For
integers a ă b, the intervals are denoted by ra, bs :“ t a, a ` 1, . . . , b u. A continuous
surjective topological dynamical system pX, fq is topologically transitive if there exists an
x P X such that t fnpxq | n ľ 0 u is dense in X. If pX, fq is topologically transitive and
|X| is not finite, then X does not have isolated points. When f is a homeomorphism, a
point x P X is a forward transitive point if t fnpxq | n ľ 0 u is dense in X. The notion of
backward transitive points is also defined in the natural sense. A topological dynamical
system pX, fq is topologically mixing if for any opene U, V , there exists N ą 0 such that
fnpUq X V ‰ H for all n ľ N . A topological dynamical system pX, fq is weakly mixing if
pXˆX, f ˆfq is transitive. A zero-dimensional system pX, fq is called a Cantor system if
X is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, i.e., X does not have isolated points. We say that
pX, fq is expansive with an expansive constant ε ą 0 if for every pair px, yq P X2z∆X ,
there exists an n P Z such that dpfnpxq, fnpyqq ľ ε. Let A be a finite set. An element
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x P AZ is written as pxiqiPZ, and the shift map σ : A
Z Ñ AZ is defined as pσpxqqi “ xi`1
for all i P Z. Suppose that a closed subset Σ Ă AZ satisfies σpΣq “ Σ. Then, pΣ, σq
is called a (two-sided) subshift. A homeomorphic zero-dimensional system is expansive if
and only if it is topologically conjugate to a two-sided subshift.
2.1. Some notions of chaos. Let pX, fq be a continuous surjective topological dynamical
system.
Definition 2.1. A pair px, yq P X2 is (forward) proximal if
lim inf
nÑ`8
dpfnpxq, fnpyqq “ 0.
Definition 2.2. A pair px, yq P X2 is a (forward) Li–Yorke pair if px, yq is proximal and
satisfies
lim sup
nÑ`8
dpfnpxq, fnpyqq ą 0.
Definition 2.3. A subset S Ă X is (forward) scrambled if every px, yq P S2z∆S is a
Li–Yorke pair.
Definition 2.4. A topological dynamical system pX, fq is residually scrambled if there
exists a scrambled set S Ď X that is a dense Gδ subset.
Definition 2.5. A topological dynamical system pX, fq is said to be completely scrambled
if X itself is a (forward) scrambled set.
Because we are mainly dealing with the case in which f is a homeomorphism, we also
consider systems that are backward proximal, Li–Yorke, scrambled, etc., in the usual sense.
Definition 2.6. A continuous surjective topological dynamical system pX, fq is said to
be proximal if every pair px, yq P X2 is (forward) proximal.
Akin and Kolyada [AK03] gave a characterization of proximal systems as follows:
Theorem 2.7 ([AK03, Proposition 2.2]). A continuous surjective topological dynamical
system pX, fq is proximal if and only if it has a fixed point that is the unique minimal
subset of X.
A continuous surjective topological dynamical system pX, fq is sensitive if there exists
ε ą 0 such that for all x P X and all δ ą 0, there exists y with dpx, yq ă δ and n ą 0 such
that dpfnpxq, fnpyqq ľ ε. Akin and Kolyada [AK03] presented the notion of Li–Yorke
sensitivity:
Definition 2.8. We say that a continuous surjective topological dynamical system is Li–
Yorke sensitive if there exists an ε ą 0 such that every x P X is a limit of points y P X
such that the pair px, yq is proximal and satisfies
lim sup
nÑ`8
dpfnpxq, fnpyqq ľ ε.
Remark 2.9. Let pX, fq be a two-sided subshift that is proximal. Suppose that X does not
have isolated points and there exists a dense scrambled set S. Then, pX, fq is Li–Yorke
sensitive. To show this, because pX, fq is symbolic, there exists an ε ą 0 such that for all
x, y P X, lim supnÑ`8 dpf
npxq, fnpyqq ą 0 implies that lim supnÑ`8 dpf
npxq, fnpyqq ľ ε.
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Take ε ą 0 to satisfy the above condition. Let x P X and δ ą 0 be small. Because S is
dense and X does not have isolated points, there exist y1, y2 P S with y1 ‰ y2 such that
dpx, yaq ă δ pa “ 1, 2q. Because lim supnÑ`8 dpf
npy1q, f
npy2qq ľ ε, for one of a “ 1, 2,
the inequality lim supnÑ`8 dpf
npxq, fnpyaqq ľ ε{2 follows.
2.2. Uniformly chaotic set. In this subsection, we introduce the notion presented by
Akin et al. in [AGH`09]. Let pX, fq be a continuous surjective topological dynamical
system. A subset A Ă X is uniformly recurrent if for every ε ą 0, there exists an
arbitrarily large k ą 0 such that dpfkpxq, xq ă ε for all x P A. A subset A Ă X is
uniformly proximal if lim infnÑ`8 diampAq “ 0.
Definition 2.10 (Akin et al. [AGH`09]). Let pX, fq be a continuous surjective topological
dynamical system. A subset K Ă X is called a uniformly chaotic set if there exist Cantor
sets C1 Ă C2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ such that
(a) K “
Ť8
i“1 Ci,
(b) for each N ľ 1, CN is uniformly recurrent, and
(c) for each N ľ 1, CN is uniformly proximal.
Here, pX, fq is (densely) uniformly chaotic if pX, fq has a (dense) uniformly chaotic subset.
Every uniformly chaotic set is a scrambled set in the sense of Li–Yorke. For a complete
metric space without isolated points, a subset is called a Mycielski set if it is a countable
union of Cantor sets. In [AGH`09], for various cases of transitive continuous surjective
topological dynamical systems, Akin et al. constructed uniformly scrambled sets as My-
cielski sets both concretely and by using an instance of Mycielski’s theorem. For further
discussion, see [AGH`09]. We only cite the next result:
Theorem 2.11 ([AGH`09, Corollary 3.2. (1)]). Suppose that pX, fq, a continuous sur-
jective topological dynamical system without isolated points, is transitive and has a fixed
point. Then, it is densely uniformly chaotic.
This implies that the topologically transitive proximal Cantor continuous surjective
systems are densely uniformly chaotic. Because proximal Cantor systems with topological
rank 2 are always transitive (see Remark 6.16), they are densely uniformly chaotic.
2.3. Graph covering. In many works, combinatorial studies on zero-dimensional systems
are based on the Bratteli–Vershik representation. Howerver, the graph covering approach
of representing zero-dimensional systems is very natural in some cases, and makes it easy
to describe the phenomena. In this subsection, we recall the method in [S14]. We also need
some results in [S16a] to study the ergodicity of proximal Cantor systems with topological
rank 2. We note that, long before our construction of general graph coverings, Gam-
baudo and Martens [GM06] had already introduced a combinatorial representation for all
continuous surjective zero-dimensional minimal systems and made essential study on the
ergodicity, which has been rather formally generalized to all zero-dimensional systems in
[S16a].
A pair G “ pV,Eq consisting of a finite set V and a relation E Ď V ˆ V on V can be
considered as a directed graph with the set of vertices V and the set of edges E, i.e., there
exists an edge from u to v when pu, vq P E. For a finite directed graph G “ pV,Eq, we
write V “ V pGq and E “ EpGq.
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Notation 2.12. In this paper, we assume that a finite directed graph G “ pV,Eq is a
surjective relation, i.e., for every vertex v P V , there exist edges pu1, vq, pv, u2q P E.
For finite directed graphs Gi “ pVi, Eiq with i “ 1, 2, a map ϕ : V1 Ñ V2 is said to be
a graph homomorphism if for every edge pu, vq P E1, it follows that pϕpuq, ϕpvqq P E2. In
this case, we write ϕ : G1 Ñ G2. For a graph homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G2, we say that
ϕ is edge-surjective if ϕpE1q “ E2. Suppose that a graph homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G2
satisfies the following condition:
pu, vq, pu, v1q P E1 implies that ϕpvq “ ϕpv
1q.
In this case, ϕ is said to be `directional. Suppose that a graph homomorphism ϕ satisfies
both of the following conditions:
pu, vq, pu, v1q P E1 implies that ϕpvq “ ϕpv
1q and
pu, vq, pu1, vq P E1 implies that ϕpuq “ ϕpu
1q.
Then, ϕ is said to be bidirectional.
Definition 2.13. For finite directed graphs G1 and G2, a graph homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ
G2 is called a cover if it is a `directional edge-surjective graph homomorphism.
For a sequence G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ of graph homomorphisms and m ą n, we write
ϕm,n :“ ϕn`1 ˝ ϕn`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕm. Then, ϕm,n is a graph homomorphism. If all ϕi pi P N
`q
are edge surjective, then every ϕm,n is edge surjective. If all ϕi pi P N
`q are covers, every
ϕm,n is a cover. Let G0 :“ pt v0 u, t pv0, v0q uq be a singleton graph. For a sequence of
graph covers G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ , we attach the singleton graph G0 at the head. We refer
to a sequence of graph covers G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ as a graph covering or just a
covering. In the original paper, we used the numbering Gn
ϕn
ÐÝÝ Gn`1; however, in this
paper, considering the numbering of Bratteli diagrams, we use this numbering. Let us
denote the directed graphs as Gi “ pVi, Eiq for i P N. We define the inverse limit of G as
follows:
VG :“ t pv0, v1, v2, . . . q P
8ź
i“0
Vi | vi “ ϕi`1pvi`1q for all i P N u and
EG :“ t px, yq P VG ˆ VG | pui, viq P Ei for all i P N u,
where x “ pu0, u1, u2, . . . q, y “ pv0, v1, v2, . . . q P VG . The set
ś8
i“0 Vi is equipped with the
product topology.
Definition 2.14. Let X “ VG , and let us define a map f : X Ñ X by fpxq “ y if and
only if px, yq P EpGq. Then, a pair pX, fq is called the inverse limit of G.
Notation 2.15. For each n P N, the projection from X to Vn is denoted by ϕ8,n. For
v P Vn, we denote a closed and open set as Upvq :“ ϕ
´1
8,npvq. For a subset A Ă Vn, we
denote a closed and open set as UpAq :“
Ť
vPA Upvq. Let tnk ukľ1 be a strictly increasing
sequence. Suppose that there exists a sequence tunk | unk P Vnk , k ľ 1 u of vertices such
that ϕnk`1,nkpunk`1q “ unk for all k ľ 1. Then, there exists a unique element x P VG such
that x P Upunkq for all k ľ 1. This element is denoted as x “ limkÑ8 unk .
The next theorem follows:
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Theorem 2.16 (Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.5 of [S16a]). Let G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
be a covering. Let pX, fq be the inverse limit of G. Then, pX, fq is a continuous surjec-
tive zero-dimensional system. Conversely, every continuous surjective zero-dimensional
system can be written in this manner. Furthermore, if G is a bidirectional covering, then
pX, fq is a homeomorphic zero-dimensional system. Conversely, every homeomorphic zero-
dimensional system can be written in this manner.
Remark 2.17. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a graph covering. Let pX, fq be the inverse
limit. For each n ľ 0, the set UpGnq :“ tUpvq | v P V pGnq u is a closed and open partition
such that Upvq X fpUpuqq ‰ H if and only if pu, vq P EpGnq. Furthermore,
Ť
nľ0 Un
generates the topology of X. Conversely, suppose that Un pn ľ 0q is a refining sequence
of finite closed and open partitions of a compact metrizable zero-dimensional space X,Ť
nľ0 Un generates the topology of X, and f : X Ñ X is a continuous surjective map
such that for any U P Un`1, there exists U
1 P Un such that fpUq Ă U
1. We assume that
U0 “ tX u. Then, we can define a graph covering such that for each n ľ 0, V pGnq “ Un,
and for every pu, vq P V pGnq ˆ V pGnq, pu, vq P EpGnq, if and only if fpuq X v ‰ H. It
is evident that the inverse limit of this graph covering is topologically conjugate to the
original.
Notation 2.18. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a graph covering. Let pX, fq be the
inverse limit. We present a notation that is used in this paper:
(N–1) We write G8 “ pX, fq;
(N–2) We fix a metric on X;
(N–3) For each i ľ 0, we write Gi “ pVi, Eiq
(N–4) For each i ľ 0, we define Upvq :“ ϕ´18,ipvq for v P Vi and UpGiq :“ tUpvq | v P Vi u;
and
(N–5) for each i ľ 0, there exists a bijective map Vi Q v Ø Upvq P UpGiq. We note that for
each i ľ 0 and u, v P Vi, it follows that pu, vq P Ei if and only if fpUpuqq XUpvq ‰
H.
Notation 2.19. Let G “ pV,Eq be a surjective directed graph. A sequence of vertices
pv0, v1, . . . , vlq of G is said to be a walk of length l if pvi, vi`1q P E for all 0 ĺ i ă l.
We denote wpiq :“ vi for each i with 0 ĺ i ĺ l. We denote lpwq :“ l. We say that
a walk w “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq is a path if vi p0 ĺ i ĺ lq are mutually distinct. A walk
c “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq is said to be a cycle of period l if v0 “ vl, and a cycle c “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq
is a circuit of period l if vi p0 ĺ i ă lq are mutually distinct. A circuit c and a path p are
considered to be subgraphs of G with period lpcq and length lppq, respectively. For a walk
w “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq, we define V pwq :“ t vi | 0 ĺ i ĺ l u and Epwq :“ t pvi, vi`1q | 0 ĺ i ă
l u. For a subgraph G1 of G, we also define V pG1q and EpG1q in the same manner. For a
walk w and a subgraph G1, we also denote a closed and open set as Upwq :“
Ť
vPV pwq Upvq
and UpG1q :“
Ť
vPV pG1q Upvq.
Notation 2.20. Let G1 “ pV1, E1q and G2 “ pV2, E2q be finite directed graphs. Let
ϕ : G1 Ñ G2 be a graph homomorphism. Let w “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq be a walk in G1.
Then, the walk ϕpwq :“ pϕpv0q, ϕpv1q, . . . , ϕpvlqq is defined.
Notation 2.21. Let w1 “ pu0, u1, . . . , ulq and w2 “ pv0, v1, . . . , vl1q be walks such that ul “
v0. Then, we denote w1w2 :“ pu0, u1, . . . , ul, v1, v2, . . . , vl1q. Evidently, we get lpw1w2q “
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l ` l1. If c is a cycle of length l, then for any positive integer n, a cycle cn of length ln is
well defined. When a walk wcw1 can be constructed, a walk wc0w1 implies that ww1.
2.4. Invariant measures. In [BKMS12], in the context of the finite-rank Bratteli–Vershik
representations, Bezuglyi et al. investigated the theory of invariant measures. In [S16a],
we studied some relations between the invariant probability measures of continuous sur-
jective zero-dimensional systems and the circuits of the graphs. In this study, in addition
to [BKMS12], we followed the first half of [GM06, §3], in which Gambaudo and Martens
had described the combinatorial construction of invariant measures. For the calculation
of ergodicity, we would like to use some graph covering methods rather than the Bratteli
diagrams. Therefore, let us summarize some results of [S16a]. To avoid redundancy, we
cite only some results and necessary tools from the above paper, i.e. general theories are
sometimes omitted.
Let G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a graph covering. We write G8 “ pX, fq as
Notation 2.18. The details of our approach can be found in [S16a, §§4–6]; hence, we omit
the proofs throughout this section. Basic notions that are not used in this manuscript are
also omitted. We refer the interested readers to the above paper.
Let us denote the set of all invariant Borel finite measures in pX, fq as Mf “ Mf pXq,
and the invariant Borel probability measures as Pf “ Pf pXq. Both Mf and Pf are
endowed with a weak topology.
For each e “ pu, vq P En, we denote a closed and open set as Upeq :“ UpuqXf
´1pUpvqq.
Note that for e ‰ e1 pe, e1 P Enq, it follows that Upeq X Upe
1q “ H. We note that if we
consider the sets tUpvq | v P Vn, n ľ 0 u “
Ť
nľ0 UpGnq and tUpeq | e P En, n ľ 0 u, then
they are open bases of the topology of X. Suppose that non-negative real values µpUq are
assigned for all U P OV and U P OE satisfying the condition in [S16a, Lemma 4.1]. Then,
µ is a countably additive measure on the set of all open sets of X. Therefore, as is well
known, µ can be extended to the unique Borel measure on X. A Borel measure µ on X,
constructed in this manner, is a probability measure if and only if 1 “
ř
vPVn
µpUpvqq for
all n ľ 0. Thus, we obtain the following:
Proposition 2.22. Suppose that non-negative real values µpUq are assigned for all U P OE
such that the conditions in [S16a, Lemma 4.1] are satisfied. Then, the resulting µ is an
invariant measure.
Let G “ pV,Eq be a graph. We denote the set of all circuits (subgraphs) as C pGq.
Let c P C pGq and s P R. Then, we denote sc :“
ř
ePEpcq se. For c P C pGq, we denote
c˜ “ p1{lpcqq ¨ c. Each linear combinataion
ř
cPC pGq scc˜ with
ř
cPC pGq sc “ 1 satisfies the
condition in [S16a, Lemma 4.1]. Conversely, if a linear combination
ř
ePE see satisfies the
condition in [S16a, Lemma 4.1], then there exists a linear combination
ř
cPC pGq scc˜ withř
cPC pGq sc “ 1 that generates
ř
ePE see, for the proof, see [S16a, Proposition 4.7]. The
set of linear combinations is denoted PpGq :“ t
ř
cPC pGq scc˜ |
ř
cPC pGq sc “ 1 u. Because
ϕm,n : Gm Ñ Gn is a graph cover for each m ą n, there exists a natual linear map
pϕm,nq˚ : PpGmq Ñ PpGnq.
Notation 2.23. For each n ľ 0, we denote Cn :“ C pGnq and ∆n :“ PpGnq. For each
m ą n, we define an affine map as ξm,n :“ pϕm,nq˚|∆m : ∆m Ñ ∆n. For each n ľ 0 and
c P Cn, it follows that c˜ P ∆n.
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Notation 2.24. We denote an inverse limit as follows:
∆8 :“ t px0, x1, . . . q | for all i ľ 0, xi P ∆i, and for all m ą n, ξm,npxmq “ xn u.
Further, ∆8 is endowed with product topology. For each n ľ 0, we denote the projection
as ξ8,n : ∆8 Ñ ∆n. It is evident that ξ8,n is continuous. For 8 ľ k ą j ą i, it follows
that ξj,i ˝ ξk,j “ ξk,i.
It is well known that Pf is a compact, metrizable space. By definition, ∆8 is also a
compact, metrizable space.
Notation 2.25. Let µ P Pf . We write µ¯ :“ pµ0, µ1, µ2, . . . q, where µn “
ř
ePEn
µpUpeqqe
for all n ľ 0. Then, it follows that µ¯ P ∆8 and µn P ∆n for each n ľ 0. Following [GM06],
we denote the map µ ÞÑ µ¯ as p˚. Thus, we have the map p˚ : Pf Ñ ∆8. Note that we
can write µ¯ “ pµ0, µ1, µ2, . . . q, where µn “
ř
cPCn
scc˜.
We have checked Proposition 3.2 of [GM06] for our case.
Proposition 2.26. The map p˚ : Pf Ñ ∆8 is an isomorphism.
Notation 2.27. Let txni uiľ1 be a sequence such that n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ , and xni P ∆ni for
all i ľ 1. Suppose that, for all m ľ 0, limiÑ8 ξni,mpxniq “ ym P ∆m. Then, we denote
limiÑ8 xni :“ py0, y1, . . . q P ∆8.
Hereafter, we consider restrictions of the entire set N on infinite subsets of N. Let
N Ď N be an infinite subset. Because the restricted sequence tGn unPN of G produces the
same inverse limit G8, it is convenient to consider such restrictions. This change can be
done for some calculations of the invariant measures without telescoping G itself. In [S16a],
we made a general theory taking sufficietly many circuits t Cn Ď Cn unPN for sufficiently
many N Ď N to express particular measures for certain aim. However, in this paper, we
need not this general argument. Thus, we consider N “ N and Cn “ Cn (n ľ 0). In the
same way, we define
C8 :“ t t cn unľ0 | cn P Cn for all n ľ 0, lim
nÑ8
c˜n exists u.
For each x “ t cn unľ0 P C8, we denote x¯ “ limnÑ8 c˜n P ∆8. Further, we write C¯8 :“
t x¯ | x P C8 u. Note that because every ∆n (n ľ 0) is compact, it is obvious that, for each
sequence of circuits t cn unľ0 with cn P Cn for all n ľ 0, there exists a subsequence tni uiľ1
such that there exists a limiÑ8 c˜ni . Note that this does not directly imply C8 ‰ H.
As shown by the next theorem, each ergodic measure is expressed as a limit of a sequence
of circuits.
Theorem 2.28. Let µ P Pf be an ergodic measure. Let N Ď N be an infinite subset.
Suppose that C is a system of circuits that expresses µ. Then, it follows that µ¯ P C8.
We note that, by this theorem, we need not take further subsequences of N to get
the convergent sequences. In [GM06, Proposition 3.3], Gambaudo and Martens showed
that if the number of loops in Xn is uniformly bounded by k, then f has at most k
ergodic invariant probability measures. They reported their findings in the context of
Cantor minimal continuous surjection. Nevertheless, the proof is still valid in our case
of zero-dimensional proximal systems. We have checked this fact in the context of this
section:
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Theorem 2.29 ([S16a, Theorem 6.2]). Let N be an infinite subset of N. Suppose that
|Cn| ĺ k for all n PN . Then, Pf has at most k ergodic measures.
3. Bratteli–Vershik representations
In the previous section, we presented a combinatorial approach for representing every
continuous surjective zero-dimensional system by our graph covering.
Notation 3.1. By pV,Eq, we refer to not only a finite directed graph but also a Bratteli
diagram. To avoid ambiguity, for a finite directed graph G “ pV,Eq, we write V “ V pGq
and E “ EpGq, and the Bratteli diagram is simply expressed as pV,Eq.
From this section, we return to homeomorphic zero-dimensional systems. Long before
our construction of graph coverings, Herman, Putnam, and Skau [HPS92] had shown
that every Cantor essentially minimal homeomorphism is represented by an essentially
simple ordered Bratteli–Vershik model. In [GJ00, §1], Gjerde and Johansen described how
Bratteli diagrams are employed to obtain models for Cantor minimal homeomorphisms.
Nevertheless, because we treat proximal systems that are not minimal, we also have to
return to the original [HPS92]. We follow Gjerde and Johansen [GJ00, §1] to describe the
Bratteli–Vershik models for zero-dimensional essentially minimal systems.
Definition 3.2. A Bratteli diagram is an infinite directed graph pV,Eq, where V is the
vertex set and E is the edge set. These sets are partitioned into non-empty disjoint finite
sets V “ V0 Y V1 Y V2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ and E “ E1 Y E2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ , where V0 “ t v0 u is a one-point set.
Each En is a set of edges from Vn´1 to Vn. Therefore, there exist two maps r, s : E Ñ V ,
such that r : En Ñ Vn and s : En Ñ Vn´1 for n ľ 1, i.e., the range map and the source
map respectively. Moreover, the conditions s´1pvq ‰ H for all v P V and r´1pvq ‰ H for
all v P V zV0 are assumed. We say that u P Vn´1 is connected to v P Vn if there exists an
edge e P En such that speq “ u and rpeq “ v. Unlike the case of graph coverings, multiple
edges between u and v are permitted. The rank K of a Bratteli diagram is defined as
K :“ lim infnÑ8|Vn|, where |Vn| is the number of elements in Vn.
Notation 3.3. In this section, we also consider a type of directed graph and its covering
maps. Directed graphs are denoted as Gn pn ľ 0q, while the sets of vertices are denoted
as V pGnq and the sets of edges are denoted as EpGnq. In this section, we use the notation
Vn and En only for Bratteli diagrams.
Let pV,Eq be a Bratteli diagram and m ă n be non-negative integers. We define
Em,n :“ t p | p is a path from a u P Vm to a v P Vn u.
Then, we can construct a new Bratteli diagram pV 1, E1q as follows:
V 1 :“ V0 Y V1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vm Y Vn Y Vn`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨
E1 :“ E1 YE2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Em Y Em,n Y En`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The source map and the range map are also defined naturally. This procedure is called
telescoping.
Definition 3.4. Let pV,Eq be a Bratteli diagram such that V “ V0 Y V1 Y V2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ and
E “ E1YE2Y¨ ¨ ¨ are the partitions, where V0 “ t v0 u is a one-point set. Let r, s : E Ñ V
be the range map and the source map, respectively. We say that pV,E,ĺq is an ordered
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Bratteli diagram if a partial order ĺ is defined on E such that e, e1 P E is comparable if
and only if rpeq “ rpe1q. Thus, we have a linear order on each set r´1pvq with v P V zV0.
The edges r´1pvq are numbered from 1 to |r´1pvq|.
Let n ą 0 and e “ pen, en`1, en`2, . . . q, e
1 “ pe1n, e
1
n`1, e
1
n`2, . . . q be cofinal paths from
the vertices of Vn´1, which might be different. We get the lexicographic order e ă e
1 as
follows:
if k ľ n is the largest number such that ek ‰ e
1
k, then ek ă e
1
k.
Definition 3.5. Let pV,E,ĺq be an ordered Bratteli diagram. Let Emax and Emin denote
the sets of maximal and minimal edges, respectively. An infinite path is maximal (minimal)
if all the edges constituting the path are elements of Emax (Emin).
We provide the following notation that does not appear in [GJ00].
Notation 3.6. Let v P V zV0. Because r
´1pvq is linearly ordered, we denote the maximal
edge epv,maxq P r´1pvq and the minimal edge epv,minq P r´1pvq.
Definition 3.7. As in [HPS92], an ordered Bratteli diagram pV,Eq is said to be essentially
simple if there exists a unique infinite path pmax “ pe1,max, e2,max, . . . q with ei,max P
Emax X Ei for all i ľ 1, and there exists a unique infinite path pmin “ pe1,min, e2,min, . . . q
with ei,min P Emin X Ei for all i ľ 1.
Definition 3.8 (Vershik map). Let pV,E,ĺq be an essentially simple ordered Bratteli
diagram with the unique maximal path pmax and the unique minimal path pmin. Let
E0,8 :“ t pe1, e2, . . . q | rpeiq “ spei`1q for all i ľ 1 u,
with the subspace topology of the product space
ś8
i“1Ei. We can define the Vershik map
φ : E0,8 Ñ E0,8 as follows:
If e “ pe1, e2, . . . q ‰ pmax, then there exists the least n ľ 1 such that en is not maximal
in r´1prpenqq. Then, we can select the least fn ą en in r
´1prpenqq. Let vn´1 “ spfnq.
Then, it is easy to get the unique least path pf1, f2, . . . , fn´1q from v0 to vn´1. Now, we
can define
φpeq :“ pf1, f2, . . . , fn´1, fn, en`1, en`2, . . . q
, and separately, we define φppmaxq “ pmin. The map φ : E0,8 Ñ E0,8 is called the Vershik
map. The system pE0,8, φq is a homeomorphic zero-dimensional topological dynamical
system (see [HPS92]). The system pE0,8, φq is called the essentially simple Bratteli–
Vershik model determined by pV,E,ĺq, and pX, fq has essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik
model if pX, fq is topologically conjugate to pE0,8, φq.
The next theorem is a part of [HPS92, Theorem 4.6].
Theorem 3.9 ([HPS92, Theorem 4.6]). The essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik model is a
homeomorphic essentially minimal zero-dimensional system. Conversely, a homeomorphic
essentially minimal zero-dimensional system has an essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik
model. In the Bratteli–Vershik model, both pmax and pmin are points in the unique minimal
set.
In [DM08], Downarowicz and Maass introduced the topological rank for a homeomor-
phic Cantor minimal system. We define the same for (homeomorphic) zero-dimensional
essentially minimal systems as follows:
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Definition 3.10 (Topological Rank). Let pX, fq be a homeomorphic essentially minimal
zero-dimensional system. Then, the topological rank of pX, fq is 1 ĺ K ĺ 8 if it has
an essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik model determined by an essentially simple ordered
Bratteli diagram with rank K, and K is the minimum of such numbers.
3.1. Graph coverings of Kakutani–Rohlin type. We now characterize the homeo-
morphic zero-dimensional essentially minimal systems by means of graph coverings.
Definition 3.11. A finite directed graph G is called a generalized figure 8 if there exist
center v0 P V pGq and distinct circuits c1, c2, . . . , cr with periods pptq p1 ĺ t ĺ rq. The
circuits are denoted as ct “ pvt,0 “ v0, vt,1, vt,2, . . . , vt,pptq “ v0q for 1 ĺ t ĺ r, and they
satisfy the following requirements:
‚ EpGq “
Ť
1ĺtĺr Epctq, and
‚ V pcsq X V pctq “ t v0 u for each s ‰ t.
The term “generalized figure 8” is abbreviated as GF8. In the case of GF8, every c P C pGq
is considered as a walk from the center. Further, r denotes the rank of G. Note that the
number of vertices of G is counted as 1`
ř
1ĺtĺrppptq ´ 1q.
Let G0 be the singleton graph that corresponds to the top vertex of the Bratteli diagram.
We shall construct each Gn pn ľ 1q as GF8 with the center vn,0 and distinct circuits
cn,1, cn,2, . . . , cn,rn . We express the period of each circuit cn,t with 1 ĺ t ĺ rn as ppn, tq ľ 1.
Thus, we write
cn,t “ pvn,t,0 “ vn,0, vn,t,1, vn,t,2, . . . , vn,t,ppn,tq “ vn,0q
for n ľ 1 and 1 ĺ t ĺ rn.
Definition 3.12. We say that a covering G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ is of Kakutani–Rohlin
type if Gn is a GF8 and ϕn`1pvn`1,0q “ vn,0 for every n ľ 0. We abbreviate a covering
of Kakutani–Rohlin type as a KR-covering. A KR-covering has rank 1 ĺ K ĺ 8 if
lim infnÑ8 rn “ K. Note that for each n ľ 0 and t with 1 ĺ t ĺ rn`1, we can write
ϕn`1pcn`1,tq “ cn,t,1cn,t,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn,t,wpn,tq,
where cn,t,j’s are circuits of Gn, i.e., cn,t,j “ cn,ipn,t,jq for some 1 ĺ ipn, t, jq ĺ rn. Further-
more, because of the `directionality of a covering, it follows that cn,t,1’s are independent
of t.
Notation 3.13. Hereafter, we assume that cn,t,1 “ cn,1 for all n, t, i.e., every upper circuit
winds the lower circuits with cn,1 first.
We note that for an n ľ 0, ϕn is bidirectional if and only if cn,t,wpn,tq’s are independent
of t.
Definition 3.14. If G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a KR-covering, then the inverse
limit G8 “ pX, fq is called a KR-covering model determined by the KR-covering. If a
continuous surjective zero-dimensional system pX, fq is topologicallly conjugate to G8 for
some KR-covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ , then we say that pX, fq has a KR-covering
model.
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Remark 3.15. As in the case of essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik models, some topological
rank can be defined by the usage of ranks in KR-covering models. Later, in Theorem 3.25,
we find that the two topological ranks coincide if we consider homeomorphic essentially
minimal zero-dimensional systems.
Remark 3.16. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional KR-covering. We are able
to consider a refining sequence of Kakutani–Rohlin partitions (see [HPS92, Lemma 4.1]).
For each n ľ 0 and cn,t with 1 ĺ t ĺ rn, let cn,t “ pvn,t,0 “ vn,0, vn,t,1, . . . , vn,t,ppn,tq “ vn,0q.
We write Bt “ f
´1pUpvn,t,1qq Ă Upvn,0q. Then, f
kpBtq “ Upvn,t,kq for 1 ĺ k ă ppn, tq. We
write ξt “ t f
kpBtq | 0 ĺ k ă ppn, tq u. The zero-dimensional system pX, fq is partitioned
into Kakutani–Rohlin partition Ξn :“
Ť
1ĺtĺrn
ξt. It is clear that Ξn`1 refines Ξn for all
n ľ 0.
Hereafter, in this section, we show that a bidirectional KR-covering is linked with an
essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. First, we construct an essentially simple
ordered Bratteli diagram from a bidirectional KR-covering.
Lemma 3.17. Let G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional KR-covering. An es-
sentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram pV,Eq is constructed as follows: Vn “ C pGnq
pn ľ 0q; if for n ľ 0,
ϕn`1pcn`1,tq “ cn,t,1cn,t,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn,t,wpn,tq for each 1 ĺ t ĺ rn`1,
an edge that belongs to En`1 Ă E is made from each cn,t,j to cn`1,t for 1 ĺ j ĺ wpn, tq
that is numbered by j. In particular, the ranks do not differ. The Bratteli–Vershik system
is topologically conjugate to G8. Moreover, it follows that the ranks coincide.
Proof. To check that pV,Eq is an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram, we have to
show that the maximal infinite path from V0 is unique and the minimal infinite path from
V0 is unique. Let n ľ 1. For each v P Vn of the Bratteli diagram, there is a corresponding
circuit cn,t of Gn. Then, cn´1,t,1 is independent of t. Let vn´1,1 be the corresponding vertex
of Vn´1 Ă V of the Bratteli diagram, i.e., there exists a minimal edge e P En from vn´1,1
to v. Let en be the minimal edge from vn´1,1 to vn,1. Then, pe1, e2, . . . q is the unique
infinite minimal path from V0. Because of the bidirectionality condition, the existence
and uniqueness of the infinite maximal path from V0 also follow by the same argument.
It is straightforward to check the remaining conditions of the ordered Bratteli diagrams.
To check the last statement, let pX, fq “ G8. Let x0 :“ pv0,0, v1,0, v2,0, . . . q P X, where
vn,0 is the center of Gn. Let x “ pv0, v1, v2, . . . q P Xztx0 u. Let N be the least positive
integer such that for all n ľ N , vn ‰ vn,0. Let n ľ N . Let cn P C pGnq be a unique
circuit such that vn P V pcnq. We have considered that cn P Vn Ă V , a vertex of the
Bratteli diagram. Observe that, because vn`1 P V pcn`1q is already determined, by the
cover ϕn`1 : Gn`1 Ñ Gn, one can identify the unique edge en`1 from cn to cn`1. Because
vN P V pcN q is determined, by the cover ϕN : GN Ñ GN´1, the unique cN´1 P VN´1 and
the unique edge eN P EN from cN´1 to cN that may not be minimal is determined. For all
0 ĺ i ă N ´ 1, we choose ci :“ ci,1 and the edge ei`1 from ci to ci`1 is the minimal edge.
Thus, we have constructed hpxq :“ pe1, e2, . . . q P E0,8. We denote hpx0q :“ pmin P E0,8.
Recall that we have denoted for all n ľ 0 and 1 ĺ t ĺ rn`1,
ϕn`1pcn`1,tq “ cn,t,1cn,t,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn,t,wpn,tq.
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By the bidirectionality condition, cn,t,wpn,tq is independent of t. We denote this as cn,max.
There exists a maximal edge en,max from cn´1,max to cn,max for all n ľ 1. Let vn,max :“
cn,maxplpcn,maxq ´ 1q P V pGnq for all n ľ 1. Then, it follows that we can define x1 :“
pv0, v1,max, v2,max, . . . q P X. It is obvious that hpx1q “ pmax. We leave it to the readers to
check that h : X Ñ E0,8 is a homeomorphism and h ˝ f “ φ ˝ h. 
We now show that the converse is true, i.e., we construct a bidirectional KR-covering
from an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. For this purpose, we need a few
lemmas and a definition. The readers might skip the following detailed arguments.
Lemma 3.18. Suppose that pV,Eq is an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. Let
pmax “ pe1,max, e2,max, . . . q be the infinite maximal path from V0. Let vi,max “ rpei,maxq pi ľ
1q. Let n ľ 1. Then, there exists an n0 ą n such that if pen`1,max, en`2,max, . . . , em,maxq
with m ľ n0 is maximal, then spen`1,maxq “ vn,max.
Proof. Suppose that the claim fails. Then, there exists an infinite sequence n ă mp1q ă
mp2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ of integers and corresponding sequence pk “ pen`1,k, en`2,k, . . . , empkq,kq pk ľ
1q of maximal paths such that spen`1,kq ‰ vn,max. Taking a subsequence if necessary,
we can assume that en`1,k is independent of k. Thus, we get an infinite maximal path
pe1n`1, e
1
n`2, . . . q such that spe
1
n`1q ‰ vn,max. It is easy to get a maximal path from V0 to
vn,0. Connecting these paths, we get an infinite maximal path from V0 that is not pmax,
which is a contradiction. 
An identical argument shows the following:
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that pV,Eq is an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. Let
pmin “ pe1,min, e2,min, . . . q be the infinite minimal path from V0. Let vi,min “ rpei,minq
pi ľ 1q. Let n ľ 1. Then, there exists an n0 ą n such that if pen`1, en`2, . . . , emq with
m ľ n0 is minimal, then spen`1q “ vn,min.
Definition 3.20. Let pV,Eq be an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. We have
written the maximal path as pmax “ pe1,max, e2,max, . . . q with ei,max P Emax X Ei for all
i ľ 1, and the minimal path as pmin “ pe1,min, e2,min, . . . q with ei,min P Emin X Ei for
all i ľ 1. Let vn,max :“ rpen,maxq for all n ľ 0, and vn,min :“ rpen,minq for all n ľ 0.
Applying Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19, and telescoping, we get an essentially simple ordered
Bratteli diagram with the additional property such that
‚ for all m ľ 1 and v P Vm, it follows that vm´1,max “ spepv,maxqq and
‚ for all m ľ 1 and v P Vm, it follows that vm´1,min “ spepv,minqq.
We say that an essentially minimal ordered Bratteli diagram has reduced form if it satisfies
the above condition.
Hereafter, we assume that an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram pV,Eq has
reduced form.
Notation 3.21. For each n ľ 1 and v P Vn, we denote P pvq :“ t p “ pe1, e2, . . . , enq |
p is a path from V0 to v u. Then, by the lexicographic order, P pvq is linearly ordered. We
order P pvq “ t pv,1, pv,2, . . . pv,wpvq u with pv,i ă pv,j if and only if i ă j. We define for
each p P P pvq, rps :“ t q P E0,8 | the first n edges of q coincide with p u. We denote
Pn :“
Ť
vPVn
P pvq. For each n ľ 1, we denote by pn,min (pn,max) the finite path that
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consists of the first n edges of pmin (pmax). For each n ľ 1, we denote Dn,0 :“
Ť
vPVn
rpv,1s.
For each n ľ 1, each v P Vn, and 0 ă i ă wpvq, we denote Dn,v,i :“ rpv,i`1s. For n ľ 1,
we get a partition by closed and open sets
Dn :“ Dn,0 Y tDn,v,i | v P Vn, 1 ĺ i ă wpvq u.
We denote D0 :“ tE0,8 u.
Lemma 3.22. Let n ľ 1 and v P Vn`1. The path that consists of the first n edges of pv,1
coincides with pn,min (pn,max).
Proof. Because we have assumed the reduced form, the proof is straightforward. 
Lemma 3.23. We get the following:
(a) for n ľ 1 and v P Vn, φprpv,isq “ rpv,i`1s for all 1 ĺ i ă wpvq,
(b) for n ľ 1,
Ť
vPVn
φprpv,wpvqsq “
Ť
vPVn
rpv,1s, and
(c) for n ľ 1, Dn`1,0 Ă rpn,mins, and
(d)
Ť
nľ0Dn generates the topology of E0,8.
Proof. For a fixed n ľ 1, t rps | p P Pn u is a partition by the closed and open sets of E0,8.
By the definition of the Vershik map, (a) follows. We recall that φ is a homeomorphism.
Thus, (b) follows. Further, (c) follows from Lemma 3.22. Evidently, (c) implies (d). 
For each n ľ 0, we construct a finite directed graph Gn such that V pGnq :“ Dn, and
pu, vq P EpGnq if and only if φpuq X v ‰ H. Thus, in Gn, we get circuits
pDn,0,Dn,v,1,Dn,v,2, . . . ,Dn,v,wpvq´1,Dn,0q for each v P Vn.
In particular, the rank of Gn is equal to |Vn|. We remark that all vertices v P Vn with
wpvq “ 1 are merged into the circuit pDn,0,Dn,0q. Other circuits are disjoint except at
Dn,0. For each p “ pe1, e2, . . . , en`1q P Pn`1, evidently, rps Ď rpe1, e2, . . . , enqs. We also
note that, by (c) of Lemma 3.23,
Dn`1,0 Ď rpn,mins Ď Dn,0.
Thus, Dn`1,0 refines Dn,0. We define a covering map ϕn`1 : Gn`1 Ñ Gn by ϕpuq “ v
(u P V pGn`1q, v P V pGnq) if and only if u Ď v. To check the bidirectionality condition, we
only have to check at Dn`1,0. The calculation
φpDn`1,0q Ď φprpn,minsq P Dn
shows the `directionality at Dn`1,0. The `directionality and the calculation
φ´1pDn`1,0q “
ď
vPVn`1
rpv,wpvqs Ď rpn,maxs
show the bidirectionality at Dn`1,0. From the refining sequence D0 ă D1 ă D2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ , we
have defined a KR-covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ , the rank of which is equal to the
rank of the Bratteli diagram. We also note (d). Thus, by the argument in Remark 2.17,
we get the next lemma:
Lemma 3.24. Let pV,Eq be an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ
G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be the bidirectional KR-covering defined above. Then, G8 is topologi-
cally conjugate to pE0,8, φq. Moreover, it follows that the ranks coincide.
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Theorem 3.25. Let pX, fq be a (homeomorphic) essentially minimal zero-dimensional
system. Then, the topological rank by essentially simple Bratteli–Vershik models and that
by KR-covering models coincide.
Proof. By Lemma 3.17, we get
topological rank (Bratteli–Vershik model) ĺ topological rank (KR-covering model).
The converse is obtained by Lemma 3.24. 
Owing to Theorem 3.9, the next proposition is no more than a remark:
Proposition 3.26. For a homeomorphic zero-dimensional topological dynamical system
pX, fq, the following are equivalent:
(a) pX, fq is essentially minimal,
(b) pX, fq has a Bratteli–Vershik representation of an essentially simple ordered Brat-
teli diagram, and
(c) there exists a bidirectional KR-covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ such that G8
is topologically conjugate to pX, fq.
Proof. By Theorem 3.9 and Lemmas 3.17 and 3.24, the proof is obvious. 
4. Homeomorphic proximal Cantor systems
We now focus our attention on proximal cases.
Definition 4.1. We say that an ordered Bratteli diagram is proximal if there exist vertices
vn,1 P Vn pn ľ 0q and edges en P En pn ľ 1q such that
‚ spen`1q “ vn,1 and rpen`1q “ vn`1,1 (n ľ 0),
‚ the infinite path p0 :“ pe1, e2, . . . q is both maximal and minimal, and
‚ p0 is the unique maximal infinite path from V0 and p0 is the unique minimal infinite
path from V0.
It is evident that an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram is proximal if and only if
pmax “ pmin.
Definition 4.2. We say that a KR-covering G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ is proximal if for
each n ľ 1, where t cn,t | 1 ĺ t ĺ rn u is the set of circuits of Gn, there exists unique cn,t
such that ppn, tq “ 1.
Notation 4.3. Hereafter, without loss of generality, we assume that ppn, 1q “ 1 for each
n ľ 1. We rewrite en :“ cn,1 and cn,t´1 :“ cn,t for 1 ă t ĺ rn. We write r¯n :“ rn ´ 1.
Thus, we get r¯n ` 1 circuits en and cn,t (1 ĺ t ĺ r¯n).
We remark that the definition of `directionality and bidirectionality implies the follow-
ing:
Remark 4.4. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a proximal KR-covering. It is evident that
for each n ľ 1, ϕn`1pen`1q “ en. Let n ľ 1 and 1 ĺ t ĺ r¯n`1. For each 1 ĺ t ĺ r¯n`1, we
have
ϕn`1pcn`1,tq “ cn,t,1cn,t,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn,t,w¯pn,tq
for some w¯pn, tq ą 1 and cn,t,i P Cn (1 ĺ i ĺ w¯pn, tq). Then, cn,t,1 “ en. If the covering is
bidirectional, then we also get cn,t,w¯pn,tq “ en.
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We shall show the following:
Theorem 4.5. Let pX, fq be a zero-dimensional homeomorphic topological dynamical sys-
tem. Then, the following are equivalent:
(a) pX, fq is proximal,
(b) pX, fq has a Bratteli–Vershik representation by a proximal ordered Bratteli dia-
gram, and
(c) pX, fq is topologically conjugate to the inverse limit of a bidirectional proximal
KR-covering.
Proof. (a) implies (b): Let pX, fq be a zero-dimensional homeomorphic proximal sys-
tem. Because this is essentially minimal, by Theorem 3.9, pX, fq has a Bratteli–Vershik
representation by an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram. Furthermore, by the last
statement of Theorem 3.9, both pmax and pmin are points in the unique minimal set that
is a fixed point. Thus, pmax “ pmin. This concludes the proof.
(b) implies (a): Let pV,Eq be a proximal ordered Bratteli diagram. Then, it follows
that pmax “ pmin. Because pV,Eq is essentially simple by definition, it follows that this
fixed point is the unique minimal set. From Theorem 2.7, we get that the Bratteli–Vershik
system is proximal.
(b) implies (c): Let pV,Eq be a proximal ordered Bratteli diagram. Because we have
already shown that (b) implies (a), the Bratteli–Vershik system pE0,8, φq is proximal.
On the other hand, because pV,Eq is an essentially simple ordered Bratteli diagram, the
argument of Lemma 3.24 can be applied, and we get a KR-covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ
¨ ¨ ¨ such that G8 and pE0,8, φq are topologically conjugate. Thus, G8 is proximal, i.e., it
has a fixed point that is the unique minimal set. It follows that each Gn has a circuit of
period 1. This concludes the proof.
(c) implies (a): Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional proximal KR-
covering. Let vn,0 be the center of Gn for all n ľ 1. Then, by the definition of proximality
for KR-covering, pvn,0, vn,0q P EpGnq for all n ľ 1. This implies the existence of a fixed
point. By Proposition 3.26, this is the unique minimal set. This completes the proof. 
5. Array Systems
In this section, following [DM08], we introduce the array system. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ
G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional KR-covering. For each n ľ 0, we have expressed the center of
Gn as vn,0 P V pGnq. Further, we have denoted G8 “ pX, fq. For each x P X, n ľ 0, and
i P Z, there exists a unique v P V pGnq such that f
ipxq P Upvq. We express this v as un,i.
We define a sequence :x :“ pun,iqnľ0,iPZ. We define :X :“ t :x | x P X u and :xpn, iq :“ un,i
for n ľ 0 and i P Z. Further, we denote :xrns :“ pun,iqiPZ. Because every :xrns is an infinite
path of Gn, every segment p:xrnsqra, bs “ pun,a, un,a`1, . . . , un,bq is a finite path of Gn. We
define a shift map σ : :X Ñ :X that shifts left. Let x P X, n ľ 0 and i P Z. Then, there
exists a unique circuit c P Cn “ C pGnq such that p:xpn, iq, :xpn, i ` 1qq P Epcq. We denote
x¯pn, iq “ c. Thus, once a c P Cn appears, then the c continues at least lpcq times. If it
is necessary to distinguish the beginning of the circuits, then it can be done by changing
x¯pn, iq “ c into x¯pn, iq “ cˇ for all the i’s with :xpn, iq “ vn,0.
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cn,1 cn,3 cn,1 cn,3 cn,2 cn,1
cn`1,5 cn`1,1 cn`1,3
Figure 1. nth and pn ` 1qth rows of an array system with cuts.
e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0
c1,3 c1,3 c1,1 c1,3 c1,2 c1,1
c2,3 c2,1 c2,3
c3,3 c3,1
...
Figure 2. First 4 rows of an array system.
e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0 e0
c1,1 c1,3 c1,2
c2,1
Figure 3. 2-symbol corresponding to the circuit c2,1 of Figure 2.
Remark 5.1. In the case of proximal systems, we shall show, in Remark 6.2, that for
each n ľ 1, the number of continuations of the same c P Cnzt en u has an upper bound.
Therefore, in the case of proximal systems, we do not need this change.
Following [DM08], we make an n-cut in each x¯rns just before each i with :xpn, iq “ vn,0
(see Figure 1). The pair pX¯, σq of a set X¯ :“ t x¯ | x P X u and the shift map σ : X¯ Ñ X¯
that shifts left is called an array system. To abbreviate the notation, we write e0 :“
pv0,0, v0,0q P EpG0q. Therefore, for each x P X and n ľ 0, there exists a unique sequence
x¯rns :“ p. . . , x¯pn,´2q, x¯pn,´1q, x¯pn, 0q, x¯pn, 1q, . . . q of circuits of Gn that is separated
by the cuts. For integers s ă t, we denote px¯rnsqrs, ts :“ px¯pn, sq, x¯pn, s ` 1q, x¯pn, s `
2q, . . . , x¯pn, tqq. We have abbreviated x¯r0s “ p. . . , e0, e0, e0, . . . q that is cut everywhere.
For an interval rn,ms with m ą n, the combination of rows x¯rn1s with n ĺ n1 ĺ m is
denoted as x¯rn,ms. The array system of x is the infinite combination x¯r0,8q of rows x¯rns
for all 0 ĺ n ă 8 (see Figure 2). Note that for m ą n, if there exists an m-cut at position
i (just before position i), then there exists an n-cut at position i (just before position i).
Notation 5.2. For each circuit c “ cn,i P Cn, if we write ϕnpcq “ cn´1,i,1cn´1,i,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1,i,wpn,iq
as a series of circuits, then each cn´1,i,j determines a series of circuits of Gn´2 similarly.
Thus, we can determine a set of circuits arranged in a square form as in Figure 3. This
form is said to be the n-symbol and denoted by c. For m ă n, the projection crms that is
a finite sequence of circuits of Gm is also defined.
It is clear that x¯rns “ x¯1rns implies that x¯r0, ns “ x¯1r0, ns. If x ‰ x1 px, x1 P Xq, then
there exists an n ą 0 with xrns ‰ x1rns. For x, x1 P X, we say that the pair px, x1q is
n-compatible if xrns “ x1rns. If xrns ‰ x1rns, then we say that x and x1 are n-separated.
We recall that if there exists an n-cut at position k, then there exists an m-cut at position
k for all 0 ĺ m ĺ n. Let x ‰ x1. The set X¯n :“ t x¯rns | x P X u is a two-sided subshift
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of a finite set Cn. The factoring map is denoted by pin : X¯ Ñ X¯n, and the shift map is
denoted by σn : X¯n Ñ X¯n. We simply write σ “ σn for all n if there is no confusion. For
m ą n ľ 0, the factoring map pim,n : X¯m Ñ X¯n is defined by pim,npx¯rmsq “ x¯rns for all
x P X.
6. Proximal systems of rank 2.
6.1. General finite-rank proximal systems. First, we recall general notations for
homeomorphic proximal zero-dimensional systems. Let G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be
a bidirectional proximal KR-covering and let pX, fq be the inverse limit. We exclude the
trivial case in which X consists of a single point.
In Notation 4.3, we have stated that for all n ľ 1, Cn “ t en, cn,1, . . . , cn,r¯n u. In
Remark 4.4, for all n ľ 1 and 1 ĺ t ĺ r¯n`1, we have written that
ϕn`1pcn`1,tq “ cn,t,1cn,t,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn,t,w¯pn,tq,
for some w¯pn, tq ą 1 and cn,t,i P Cn (1 ĺ i ĺ w¯pn, tq). Further, by the bidirectionality
condition, it follows that cn,t,1 “ cn,t,w¯pn,tq “ en. In this section, each circuit cn,i p1 ĺ
i ĺ r¯nq is represented as cn,i “ pun,i,0 “ vn,0, un,i,1, un,i,2, . . . , un,i,p¯pn,iq “ vn,0q pi “
1, 2, . . . , r¯nq. Evidently, the vertices un,i,j p1 ĺ i ĺ r¯n, 1 ĺ j ĺ p¯pn, iqq are mutually
distinct, except un,i,0 “ un,i,p¯pn,iq “ vn,0, for all i p1 ĺ i ĺ r¯nq. The unique fixed point
is denoted as p :“ pv0,0, v1,0, v2,0, . . . q P X. We also write cn,ipjq “ un,i,j for all 0 ĺ j ĺ
p¯pn, iq. Thus, we get the following notation:
Notation 6.1. Let c P Cn. Then, for each 0 ĺ j ĺ lpcq, we get a vertex cpjq P V pcq.
By telescoping, for n “ 1, we can assume that r¯1 ľ 1 and p¯p1, iq ľ 2 p1 ĺ i ĺ r¯1q.
Suppose that Gn is defined. Then, ϕn`1 is defined in the following manner:
‚ ϕn`1pvn`1,0q “ vn,0 and
‚ for each 1 ĺ k ĺ r¯n`1, there exists a positive integer hpn, kq such that ϕn`1pcn`1,kq “
c1 c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ chpn,kq for all k p1 ĺ k ĺ rn`1q, where cj P Cn for all 1 ĺ j ĺ hpn, kq and
c1 “ chpn,kq “ en.
Remark 6.2. Note that by the above argument, for each n ľ 1, the number of continuations
of the same c P Cnzt en u such as ccc ¨ ¨ ¨ c has an upper bound.
It follows that hpn, kq ľ 2 (1 ĺ k ĺ r¯n`1). Because the center is mapped to the center, it
follows that ϕn`1pen`1q “ en. For all 1 ĺ k ĺ r¯n`1, the period p¯pn` 1, kq p1 ĺ k ĺ r¯n`1q
satisfies p¯pn ` 1, kq “
ř
1ĺjĺhpn,kq lpcjq. Let N ą 0 be a positive integer. For cycles wk
p1 ĺ k ĺ Nq of Gn that start from and end at the central vertex vn,0, we abbreviateśN
k“1wk :“ w1w2 ¨ ¨ ¨wN . The main examples we present in this paper are proximal
systems of rank 2. Nevertheless, in this subsection, we confirm some general properties
of finite-rank proximal systems. Let G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional
KR-covering such that pX, fq is (topologically conjugate to) the inverse limit. Let r ą 1
be the topological rank of pX, fq. Then, we can take G such that the rank of G is r. By
telescoping, we can assume that |Cn| “ r for all n ľ 1. By Theorem 2.29, there exist at
most r ergodic measures in pX, fq. For finite-rank Bratteli–Vershik systems, in [S17], we
have shown the following:
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Theorem 6.3 ([S17]). Let pX, fq be a finite-rank homeomorphic zero-dimensional system
such that no minimal set is an infinite odometer. Then, pX, fq is expansive.
As a corollary, we have obtained the following:
Theorem 6.4 ([S17]). A finite-rank homeomorphic zero-dimensional proximal system is
expansive.
We show that finite-rank homeomorphic proximal systems have topological entropy 0.
Proposition 6.5. Let pX, fq be a finite-rank homeomorphic proximal system. Then, it
follows that the topological entropy hpfq “ 0.
Proof. Let r ą 1 be the rank of G. For n ľ 1 and l ą 0, let
Nn,l :“ |tw | w is a walk in Gn with lpwq “ l u|.
Then, hpfq ĺ lim supnÑ8 lim suplÑ8p1{lq logpNn,lq. Because lpcn,iq Ñ 8 (1 ĺ i ĺ r)
uniformly as nÑ 8, we get lim supnÑ8 lim suplÑ8p1{lq logpNn,lq “ 0. 
6.2. Rank 2 implies residually scrambled. Let G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a
bidirectional proximal KR-covering of rank 2. We recall that p P X is the unique fixed
point. By telescoping, we can write Cn “ t en, cn u for all n ľ 1. Further, for all n ľ 1,
we can write
ϕn`1pcn`1q “ e
apn,0q
n
bpnqź
j“1
´
cne
apn,jq
n
¯
where apn, 0q ą 0, apn, jq ľ 0 for each 0 ă j ă bpnq, apn, bpnqq ą 0, and bpnq ľ 1. The
next lemma is obvious:
Lemma 6.6. For all m ą n, it follows that ϕm,npcmq “ e
m´n
n ¨ ¨ ¨ e
m´n
n .
Proof. We omit the proof. 
By Theorem 6.4, it is clear that pX, fq is expansive. In the case of topological rank 2,
we show that the level of expansiveness is from Xr1s as follows:
Proposition 6.7. Let G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a bidirectional proximal KR-
covering of rank 2. We assume that every Gn (n ľ 1) has rank 2. Let pX, fq be the
inverse limit. Then, pX, fq is topologically conjugate to pX¯1, σq.
Proof. It follows that pX, fq is topologically conjugate to the array system pX¯, σq. Let
x, y P X be distinct elements. Then, there exists an n ľ 1 such that x¯rns ‰ y¯rns. First,
exchange any continuous occurrence of en of length ľ lpcnq by continuous occurrence of
a symbol a of the same length. Other positions should be changed to the symbol b. This
transformation is denoted as α : X¯n Ñ t a, b u
Z. By Lemma 6.6, for each z¯rns P X¯n, there
exists an arbitrarily large continuation of a in αpz¯rnsq. Further, there exists no infinite
continuation of the symbol b in αpz¯rnsq. Suppose that αpx¯rnsq ‰ αpy¯rnsq. Then, some
continuation of a of one of x¯rns, y¯rns must encounter an occurrence of b of the other at
the same position. Without loss of generality, px¯rnsqrs, ts is a continuation of en of length
ľ lpcnq, and there exists s ĺ u ĺ t such that py¯rnsqpuq “ cn. If py¯rnsqrs, ts is a continuation
of cn, then py¯rnsqrs, ts has to contain the whole of cn. Thus, ppin,1py¯rnsqqrs, ts “ py¯r1sqrs, ts
has to contain c1. Thus, we get x¯r1s ‰ y¯r1s. If py¯rnsqrs, ts is not a continuation of cn, then a
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continuation of cn ends at some u
1 with s ĺ u1 ă t and py¯rnsqpu1`1q “ en, or a continuation
of cn begins from some u
1 with s ă u1 ĺ t and py¯rnsqpu1 ´ 1q “ en. In both cases, we
get x¯r1s ‰ y¯r1s. Thus, we only need to consider the case in which αpx¯rnsq “ αpy¯rnsq.
Because x¯rns ‰ y¯rns, there exists an i0 P Z such that αpx¯rnsqpi0q “ αpy¯rnsqpi0q “ b and
px¯rnsqpi0q ‰ py¯rnsqpi0q. Take the maximal interval i0 P rs, ts such that αpx¯rnsqpiq “ b for
all i P rs, ts. Then, αpy¯rnsqpiq “ b for all i P rs, ts. It follows that in both x¯rns and y¯rns,
s is the initial position of the whole circuit cn. Nevertheless, there exists the least j ľ s
such that px¯rnsqpjq ‰ py¯rnsqpjq. Now, it is easy to see that px¯r1sqrs, ts ‰ py¯r1sqrs, ts. 
Suppose that bpnq ą 1 only for finitely many times. Then, by telescoping, we have a
representation by bidirectional KR-covering with bpnq “ 1 for all n ľ 1. In this case, it is
easy to see that the inverse limit pX, fq consists of only one orbit except the unique fixed
point p. In this paper, we avoid this case:
Notation 6.8. Hereafter, we consider rank 2 proximal systems that are Cantor systems.
By Theorem 2.29, there exist at most 2 ergodic measures in pX, fq. By Proposition 6.7,
the inverse limit pX, fq of G is isomorphic to pX¯1, σq. Thus, pX, fq is isomorphic to a
subshift of two symbols t e1, c1 u. By Proposition 6.5, they have topological entropy 0.
We would like to show that the substitution subshift that is mentioned in [BHS08,
Proposition 55] has topological rank 2. For l ľ 1, we define W l :“ t a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ al | ai P
t 0, 1 u for all 1 ĺ i ĺ l u. Further, we define W ˚ :“
Ť
lľ1W
l. The substitution dynamical
system given in [BHS08, Proposition 55] is defined by the non-primitive substitution τ :
t 0, 1 u ÑW as τp0q “ 001 and τp1q “ 1. If we define α : t 0, 1 u ÑW ˚ by setting α :“ τ2,
then we get αp1q “ 1 and αp0q “ 0010011. By Λα, we denote the set of all x P t 0, 1 u
Z
such that every finite sub-block of x is contained in αkp0q for some k ą 0. Then, the
subshift pΛα, σq coincides with the substitution subshift defined in [BHS08, Proposition
55]. We show the following:
Proposition 6.9. The substitution dynamical system pΛα, σq has topological rank 2.
Proof. We define a substitution as βp1q “ 1 and βp0q “ 1001001. If we use β in place of
α, we get the set Λβ. First, we show that Λα “ Λβ. As usual, we can extend the map
α to the map α : W ˚ Ñ W ˚ such that for all l ľ 1, αpa1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ alq “ αpa1qαpa2q ¨ ¨ ¨αpalq.
We also extend the map β to the map β : W ˚ Ñ W ˚. It is evident that αkp1q “ 1 and
βkp1q “ 1 for all k ą 0. It is easy to check the calculation βpαp0qq “ αpβp0qq. Thus, it is
evident that β ˝ α “ α ˝ β. For k ľ 1, we denote 1k :“ 11 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1loomoon
k
. It is easy to see that for
all l ľ 1, there exists k ą 0 such that the block 1l0 appears in αkp0q. For l ą k ľ 1, we
show that αkp1l0q “ βkp1l´k01kq. For k “ 1, we calculate
αp1l0q “ 1lαp0q “ 11 0010011 “ 1l´1 1001001 1 “ 1l´1 βp0q 1.
Thus, the claim is satisfied. Assume that the claim is satisfied for some k ľ 1. For
l ą k ` 1, we calculate
αk`1p1l0q “ αkp1l´1αp10qq “ 1l´1αkp10010011q
“ 1l´1αkpβp0qq1 “ 1l´1βpαkp0qq1 “ βpαkp1l´10qq1
“ βpβkp1l´1´k01kq1 “ βk`1p1l´k´101k`1q.
(6.1)
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This shows that the claim is satisfied for k`1. Now, it is easy to see that Λα “ Λβ . Here-
after, we construct a graph covering such that the inverse limit is topologically conjugate
to Λβ . Let lpc1q “ 2, ϕ2pc2q “ e1c1e1c1e1, and ϕn`1pcn`1q “ enc
2
nenc
2
nen for n ľ 2. Let
pX, fq be the inverse limit of this graph covering. By exchanging e1 with 1 and c1 with 0
in X¯1, we get a subshift Λ. It is not difficult to see that Λ “ Λβ. 
Notation 6.10. We denote W sppq :“ tx P X | limiÑ`8 f
ipxq “ p u, and W uppq :“ tx P
X | limiÑ`8 f
´ipxq “ p u.
Lemma 6.11. If x, y P XzW sppq with x ‰ y, then lim supiÑ`8 dpf
ipxq, f ipyqq ą 0. If
x, y P XzW uppq with x ‰ y, then lim supiÑ`8 dpf
´ipxq, f´ipyqq ą 0.
Proof. We show the first statement. The last statement follows in the same manner. Take
x, y P XzW sppq such that x ‰ y. We show that lim supiÑ`8 dpf
ipxq, f ipyqq ą 0. Suppose
that, in contrast, lim supiÑ`8 dpf
ipxq, f ipyqq “ 0. Then, there exists the least i0 P Z
such that px¯r1sqpiq “ py¯r1sqpiq for all i ľ i0. It follows that px¯r1sqpi0 ´ 1q ‰ py¯r1sqpi0 ´ 1q.
Without loss of generality, we assume that px¯r1sqpi0´1q “ c1 and py¯r1sqpi0´1q “ e1. Take
an n ą 1 arbitrarily. Then, the least n-cut of x¯rns in the region ri0,8q is strictly larger
than i0. Obviously, px¯rnsqpiq “ py¯rnsqpiq for all sufficiently large i. Therefore, there exists
the least i1 ą i0 such that for all i ľ i1, the n-cuts are the same. Obviously, i1 itself is the
position of a common n-cut of x¯rns and y¯rns. It follows that px¯rnsqpi1´1q ‰ py¯rnsqpi1´1q.
We get the next two cases:
(a) px¯rnsqpi1 ´ 1q “ cn and py¯rnsqpi1 ´ 1q “ en, and
(b) px¯rnsqpi1 ´ 1q “ en and py¯rnsqpi1 ´ 1q “ cn.
Suppose that (a) holds. Take the largest i2 ĺ i1 with px¯r1sqpi2q “ c1. We consider the
next two cases:
(c) i2 “ i0 ´ 1, and
(d) i2 ľ i0.
Suppose that (c) holds. Then, px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for i0 ĺ i ĺ i1. Because i1 is the position
of an n-cut, by Lemma 6.6, we get i1 ´ i0 ľ n ´ 1. Thus, we get px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for
i0 ĺ i ă i0`n´ 1. Suppose that (d) holds. Because the largest i ă i1 with py¯rnsqpiq “ cn
is strictly less than i1´1, the largest i ă i1 with py¯r1sqpiq “ c1 is strictly less than i2. This
implies that px¯r1sqpi2q ‰ py¯r1sqpi2q and i2 ľ i0, which is a contradiction. Thus, in the case
of (a), we get px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for i0 ĺ i ă i0`n´1. Next, we suppose that (b) holds. Because
px¯r1sqpi0´ 1q “ c1 and px¯rnsqpi1´ 1q “ en, by Lemma 6.6, we get i1´ 1´pi0´ 1q ą n´ 1,
i.e., i1 ´ i0 ľ n. Take the largest i3 ă i1 ´ 1 with py¯r1sqpi3q “ c1. Then, because i1 is a
position of a common n-cut, we get px¯r1sqpi3q “ e1. Because px¯r1sqpiq “ py¯r1sqpiq for all
i ľ i0, it follows that i3 ă i0. In particular, py¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for all i0 ĺ i ĺ i1 ´ 1. Because
px¯r1sqpiq “ py¯r1sqpiq for all i ľ i0, we get px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for all i0 ĺ i ĺ i1 ´ 1. Thus, we
get px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for all i0 ĺ i ĺ i0 ` n ´ 1. Thus, in both cases of (a) and (b), we get
px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for all i0 ĺ i ă i0 ` n´ 1. Because n ą 1 is arbitrary, we can conclude that
limiÑ`8 f
ipxq “ p, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.12. Let x P X and a ă b be integers. Then, there exists an N ą 0 such that
for all n ľ N , the sequence px¯r1sqra, bs appears in cnr1s for the n-symbol cn.
Proof. The ranges of the n-cuts of cn are extended, by at least one, to the left and to the
right, as n increases. Thus, the proof is obvious. 
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We recall that pX, fq is a Cantor system.
Lemma 6.13. Both W sppqzt p u and W uppqzt p u consist of single orbits.
Proof. We show that W sppqzt p u consists of a single orbit. Let x P W sppq with x ‰ p.
Because X is the inverse limit of G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ , x “ pv0, v1, v2, . . . q with
vn P Gn for all n ľ 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that px¯r1sqp0q “ c1 and
px¯r1sqpiq “ e1 for all i ľ 1. We show that such an x is unique. Let n ą 1. It is obvious
that px¯rnsqp0q “ cn. Furthermore, there exists an in ą 0 such that px¯rnsqpiq “ cn for all
0 ĺ i ĺ in and px¯rnsqpiq “ en for all i ą in. Thus, there exists a unique j (0 ă j ă lpcnq)
such that vn “ cnpjq. Because n ą 1 is arbitrary, we get a unique x P X. 
Lemma 6.14. It follows that W sppq XW uppq “ t p u.
Proof. Let x PW sppq XW uppq such that x ‰ p. Because x ‰ p, there exist integers a ă b
such that the sequence px¯r1sqra, bs :“ ppx¯r1sqpaq, px¯r1sqpa` 1q, px¯r1sqpa` 2q, . . . , px¯r1sqpbqq,
covers all the appearances of c1 in all the x¯r1s. By Lemma 6.12, there exists an n ą 1 such
that px¯r1sqra, bs is a part of cnr1s. Nevertheless, for some m ą n, there exist at least two
appearances of cn in ϕm,npcmq. This implies that there exists an extra c1 in x¯r1s, which is
a contradiction. 
Theorem 6.15. Let pX, fq be a (homeomorphic) proximal Cantor system with topological
rank 2. Let K :“ XzpW sppqYW uppqq. Then, K is scrambled in both ways. In particular,
pX, fq is residually scrambled. Furthermore, pX, fq is expansive and isomorphic to pX¯1, σq,
which is a subshift of two-symbols.
Proof. Let Ks :“ XzW sppq and x, y P Ks with x ‰ y. Because X is homeomorphic to the
Cantor set, by Lemma 6.13, Ks is a dense Gδ subset. We show that K
s is positively scram-
bled. Because pX, fq is proximal, we get lim inf iÑ`8 dpf
ipxq, f ipyqq “ 0. By Lemma 6.11,
we get lim supiÑ`8 dpf
ipxq, f ipyqq ą 0. Similarly, Ku :“ XzW uppq is dense Gδ and neg-
atively scrambled. Thus, K “ Ks X Ku is dense Gδ and scrambled in both ways. By
Proposition 6.7, pX, fq is expansive and isomorphic to pX¯1, σq, which is a subshift of two
symbols. 
Remark 6.16. Every orbit, except the fixed point p, of pX, fq is dense. To see this, let
x RW sppq. Then, it is obvious that for all n ľ 1, px¯rnsqr0,8q contains infinite cn. Thus, x
is positively transitive. Next, let x P W sppq with x ‰ p. Then, by Lemma 6.14, it follows
that x R W uppq. Thus, the same argument in the negative direction shows that the orbit
of x is dense.
By Theorem 2.11, every transitive proximal system is densely uniformly chaotic. By the
above remark, every proximal Cantor system with topological rank 2 is densely uniformly
chaotic.
Remark 6.17. By Remark 2.9, a homeomorphic transitive proximal Cantor system pX, fq
with finite topological rank is Li–Yorke sensitive. In particular, Cantor homeomorphic
proximal systems with topological rank 2 are Li–Yorke sensitive.
Remark 6.18. Let S be a scrambled set of pX, fq. Obviously, we get |S XW sppq| ĺ 1.
Because W sppq is dense, S does not have a non-empty interior.
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6.3. Some examples. In this subsection, we consider examples of proximal Cantor sys-
tems of rank 2. We would like to manage the topological (weakly) mixing property to-
gether with the number of ergodic measures. We failed to construct an example that is
not topologically mixing, yet weakly mixing, and has two ergodic measures. We restrict
our attention to the systems in which sequences spnq, s1pnq, tpnq, and t1pnq of positive in-
tegers exist, with both tpnq ľ 2 and t1pnq ľ 2, and the representing proximal KR-covering
G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ satisfies the following requirements:
‚ for all n ľ 1, ϕn`1pcn`1q “ e
spnq
n c
tpnq
n anc
t1pnq
n e
s1pnq
n .
Here, an is a cycle that consists of en’s and cn’s. The number of en that appears in an is
denoted as s2pnq, and the number of cn that appears in an is denoted as t
2pnq. Because
every vertex is covered at least twice, the resulting zero-dimensional system is a Cantor
system. Because we are considering systems of rank 2, we denote ln :“ lpcnq (n ľ 1) and
cn “ pvn,0 :“ vn,0, vn,1, vn,2, . . . , vn,ln :“ vn,0q.
Notation 6.19. The class of zero-dimensional systems with topological rank 2 having prox-
imal KR-covering G as above is denoted by S.
Because each ϕn is bidirectional, f is a homeomorphism. Let pX, fq P S and G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ
G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be its graph covering. Let x P X be represented as x “ pv0, v1, v2, . . . q P
X. For each n ľ 1, we write vn “ vn,jpnq for some jpnq P r0, lnq. There exists a point
measure µp on the fixed point. It is easy to see that µp “ limnÑ8 e˜n. Suppose that there
exist exactly two ergodic measures. Let µc be the ergodic measure with µc ‰ µp. Then,
by Theorem 2.28, there exists a sequence pc˜1nqnľ1 with c
1
n “ en or c
1
n “ cn such that
limnpc
1
nq “ µc. If there is an infinite number of n ľ 1 such that c
1
n “ en, then we get µc “
µp, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we get limnÑ8 c˜n “ µc. For m ą n, without the
assumption that µc ‰ µp, we compute ξm,npc˜mq. Let us denote s¯pnq :“ spnq`s
1pnq`s2pnq
and t¯pnq :“ tpnq ` t1pnq ` t2pnq. Further, let us denote rpnq :“ pln`1 ´ s¯pnqq{ln`1 “
pt¯pnqlnq{ps¯pnq ` t¯pnqlnq. Then, it follows that 1 ´ rpnq “ s¯pnq{ps¯pnq ` t¯pnqlnq. By using
the notation in § 2.4, we can calculate ξn`1,npc˜n`1q “ p1´ rpnqqe˜n` rpnqc˜n. Thus, we get
(6.2) ξm,npc˜mq “ p1´ rpm,nqqe˜n ` rpm,nqc˜n, where rpm,nq :“
m´1ź
i“n
rpiq.
Therefore, limnÑ8 c˜n “ µp is equivalent to rpm,nq Ñ 0 as m Ñ 8 for all n ľ 1. By
elementary analysis, this is equivalent to
(6.3)
8ÿ
i“1
p1´ rpiqq “ 8.
The argument above still holds for arbitrary proximal Cantor systems with topological
rank 2. For general proximal Cantor systems with topological rank 2, we denote
ϕn`1pcn`1q “ e
apn,0q
n
bpnqź
j“1
´
cne
apn,jq
n
¯
, for all n ľ 1,
where apn, 0q ą 0, apn, jq ľ 0 for each 0 ă j ă bpnq, apn, bpnqq ą 0, and bpnq ľ 1. In this
case, we denote
rpnq :“
´
ln`1 ´
řbpnq
j“0 apn, jq
¯
ln`1
,
for all n ľ 1. Thus, we get the following:
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Theorem 6.20. A proximal Cantor system pX, fq with topological rank 2 is uniquely
ergodic if and only if
ř8
i“1p1´ rpiqq “ 8.
Now, we return to the restricted systems S. We denote the subclass of S that consists
of uniquely ergodic systems as Sue and denote Sna “ SzSue. The fact that every system
in Sna has a non-atomic measure is shown in Lemma 6.22.
Lemma 6.21. Both Sue and Sna are not empty.
Proof. The proof is obvious from Theorem 6.20: if we want to construct the systems in
Sue, we only need to set s¯pnq pn ľ 1q to be very large compared with t¯pnq. For the same
reason, it is obvious that Sna is not empty. 
Lemma 6.22. Suppose that µc ‰ µp. It follows that µcpKq “ 1 and µcpUq ą 0 for all
opene U .
Proof. Because c˜n attaches a weight 1{ln to vn,0, it follows that µcpt p uq “ 0. Because
W sppq consists of t p u and another orbit, we get µcpW
sppqq “ 0. Similarly, we conclude
that µcpW
uppqq “ 0. Therefore, we get µcpKq “ 1. Let U be opene. Then, there exist
n and v P V pGnq such that Upvq Ă U . As in Notation 2.25, we can obtain an expression
µ¯c “ pµc,0, µc,1, µc,2, . . . q, where µc,n “ ane˜n ` bnc˜n for some an, bn ľ 0 with an ` bn “ 1.
Because µc ‰ µp, for all n ľ 1, we get bn ą 0. Therefore, we get µcpUpvqq ą 0 for all
v P V pcnq and n ľ 1, which concludes the proof. 
Next, we analyze the mixing properties. It is easy to see that the number of occurrences
of cn in ϕm,npcmq tends to infinity as mÑ8.
Notation 6.23. For m ą n, we denote cm,n :“ ϕm,npcmq and cn,n :“ cn.
We calculate the following:
cn`2,n “ ϕn`1
´
e
spn`1q
n`1 c
tpn`1q
n`1 an`1 c
t1pn`1q
n`1 e
s1pn`1q
n`1
¯
“ espn`1qn pϕn`1pcn`1qq
tpn`1q ϕn`1pan`1q pϕn`1pcn`1qq
t1pn`1q es
1pn`1q
n
“ espn`1qn
´
espnqn c
tpnq
n an c
t1pnq
n e
s1pnq
n
¯tpn`1q
ϕn`1pan`1q
´
espnqn c
tpnq
n an c
t1pnq
n e
s1pnq
n
¯t1pn`1q
es
1pn`1q
n .
(6.4)
Therefore, we get
(6.5) cn`2,n “ e
spn`1q`spnq
n c
tpnq
n an c
t1pnq
n e
spnq`s1pnq
n c
tpnq
n an ¨ ¨ ¨ c
t1pnq
nloooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
c
tpnq
n appears at first; and c
t1pnq
n , in the end
es
1pn`1q`s1pnq
n .
Let us denote
(6.6) cn`2,n “ e
spn`1q`spnq
n dn`2,n e
s1pn`1q`s1pnq
n .
Then, by (6.4), we get
dn`2,n :“
´
ctpnqn an c
t1pnq
n e
spnq`s1pnq
n
¯tpn`1q´1
ctpnqn an c
t1pnq
n
es
1pnq
n ϕn`1pan`1q e
spnq
n
´
ctpnqn an c
t1pnq
n e
spnq`s1pnq
n
¯t1pn`1q´1
cspnqn an c
t1pnq
n
(6.7)
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Notation 6.24. For m ľ n, we denote spm,nq :“
řm
i“n spiq, s
1pm,nq :“
řm
i“n s
1piq, and
τpm,nq :“ spm,nq`s1pm,nq. We also denote spn´1, nq :“ 0, s1pn´1, nq :“ 0, and τpn´
1, nq :“ 0.
Notation 6.25. Further, we denote dn,n :“ cn and dn`1,n :“ c
tpnq
n an c
t1pnq
n .
Then, we can consider
(6.8)
dn`1,n :“
´
dn,n e
τpn´1,nq
n
¯tpnq´1
dn,n e
s1pn´1,nq
n an e
spn´1,nq
n
´
dn,n e
τpn´1,nq
n
¯t1pnq´1
dn,n
We denote an`1,n :“ e
s1pnq
n ϕn`1pan`1q e
spnq
n . Then, (6.7) can be rewritten as
dn`2,n “
´
dn`1,n e
τpn,nq
n
¯tpn`1q´1
dn`1,n an`1,n
´
dn`1,n e
τpn,nq
n
¯t1pn`1q´1
dn`1,n.
We continue the calculation as follows:
cn`3,n “ ϕn`2,n
´
e
spn`2q
n`2 c
tpn`2q
n`2 an`2 c
t1pnq
n`2 e
s1pn`2q
n`2
¯
“ espn`2qn c
tpn`2q
n`2,n ϕn`2,npan`2q c
t1pn`2q
n`2,n e
s1pn`2q
n
“ espn`2qn
´
espn`1q`spnqn dn`2,n e
s1pn`1q`s1pnq
n
¯tpn`2q
ϕn`2,npan`2q
´
espn`1q`spnqn dn`2,n e
s1pn`1q`s1pnq
n
¯t1pn`2q
es
1pn`2q
n
It follows that
cn`3,n “ e
spn`2,nq
n
´
dn`2,n e
τpn`1,nq
n
¯tpn`2q´1
dn`2,n
es
1pn`1,nq
n ϕn`2,npan`2q e
spn`1,nq
n
´
dn`2,n e
τpn`1,nq
n
¯t1pn`2q´1
dn`2,n e
s1pn`2,nq
n .
We define dn`3,n by
ϕn`3,n “ e
spn`2,nq
n dn`3,n e
s1pn`2,nq
n .
Then, dn`3,n is expressed as
´
dn`2,n e
τpn`1,nq
n
¯tpn`2q´1
dn`2,n an`2,n
´
dn`2,n e
τpn`1,nq
n
¯t1pn`2q´1
dn`2,n,
where an`2,n “ e
s1pn`1,nq
n ϕn`2,npan`2q e
spn`1,nq
n . In general, dm,n (m ľ n ` 1) is defined
by
(6.9) cm,n “ e
spm´1,nq
n dm,n e
s1pm´1,nq
n .
Then,
dm,n “
´
dm´1,n e
τpm´2,nq
n
¯tpm´1q´1
dm´1,n am´1,n
´
dm´1,n e
τpm´2,nq
n
¯t1pm´1q´1
dm´1,n,
(6.10)
where, am´1,n “ e
s1pm´2,nq
n ϕm´1,npam´1q e
spm´2,nq
n .
Remark 6.26. Suppose that an is blank for all n ľ 1, i.e., cn`1,n “ e
spnq
n c
tpnq`t1pnq
n e
s1pnq
n
for all n ľ 1. In this case, we get dm,n “
´
dm´1,n e
τpm´2,nq
n
¯tpm´1q`t1pm´1q´1
dm´1,n.
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Note that, because spn, nq ă spn`1, nq ă spn`2, nq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ and s1pn, nq ă s1pn`1, nq ă
s1pn` 2, nq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ , it follows that τpn, nq ă τpn ` 1, nq ă τpn` 2, nq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ . For m ą n, a
walk w of Gm, and 0 ĺ i ă lpwq, we denote the following:
‚ w¯pn, iq “ en, when ϕm,npwpiq, wpi ` 1qq is pvn,0, vn,0q,
‚ w¯pn, iq “ cn, otherwise.
We denote w¯rns “ pw¯pn, 0q, w¯pn, 1q, w¯pn, 2q, . . . , w¯pn, lpwq´1qq. It is obvious that x¯pn, iq “
cn implies that x¯pn` 1, iq “ cn`1.
Lemma 6.27. Let m ą n ą 0. In the expression dm,n, there exists a walk in the form
cn e
τpk,nq
n cn with n ĺ k ĺ m´ 2. There exists a walk in the form cncn.
Proof. The proof is clear from (6.10) and the fact that tpnq ľ 2 (or t1pnq ľ 2) for all
n ľ 2. 
Notation 6.28. For n ą 0 and vertices u, v P V pcnq, there exist unique 0 ĺ i, j ă lpcnq
such that u “ vn,i, v “ vn,j. We denote gappu, vq :“ j ´ i. For each x P X and n ą 0,
there exists a unique 0 ĺ j ă lpcnq such that xpn, 0q “ cnpjq. This j is denoted as
jpx, nq. Thus, xpn, 0q “ cnpjpx, nqq “ vn,jpx,nq. Once jpx, nq ‰ 0, then jpx,mq ‰ 0
for all m ľ n. Furthermore, because spnq, s1pnq pn ľ 1q are positive, it follows that
limmÑ8 jpx,mq “ `8 and limmÑ8plpcmq ´ jpx,mqq “ `8. For each px, yq P pXzt p uq
2
with x ‰ y, we denote gapnpx, yq :“ gappxpn, 0q, ypn, 0qq only for sufficiently large n.
Further, gapnpx, yq is strictly positive for infinitely many n and/or strictly negative for
infinitely many n.
The next lemma is evident:
Lemma 6.29. Let n ą 0 be an arbitrary integer. For arbitrary sequences spkq, s1pkq, tpkq, t1pkq
(k ľ n), we can adjust the length of ak (k ľ n) such that for all k ą n, lk’s are odd inte-
gers.
Proof. We omit the proof. 
Let n ľ 1, u, v P V pcnq. Let m ą n. We recall that for a walk w “ pu0, u1, . . . , ulq and
0 ĺ a ă b ĺ l, it follows that wra, bs “ pua, ua`1, . . . , ubq. We denote
Nm,npu, vq :“ t l | Da ľ 0, pϕm,npcmqqra, a ` ls “ pu, . . . , vq u.
Lemma 6.30. Let m ą n ľ 1. Suppose that for all m ą k ľ n, lk’s are odd integers, and
spkq “ s1pkq “ 1 for all m ą k ľ n. We also assume that 2pm ´ nq ą 3ln. Then, for all
u, v P V pcnq, r3ln, 2pm ´ nqs Ă Nm,npu, vq.
Proof. By the above lemma, we can assume that for all m ą k ľ n, lk’s are odd. We
recall that for m ą k ľ n, spk, nq “ s1pk, nq “
řk
i“n 1 “ k ´ n ` 1 and τpk, nq “
spk, nq ` s1pk, nq “ 2pk ´ n` 1q. We also recall that for each n1 ą n,
cn1,n “ e
spn1´1,nq
n
´
dn1´1,n e
τpn1´2,nq
n
¯tpn1´1q´1
dn1´1,n an1´1,n
´
dn1´1,n e
τpn1´2,nq
n
¯t1pn1´1q´1
dn1´1,n e
s1pn1´1,nq
n .
(6.11)
In cn1`1,n, there exists a sub-walk dn1,n e
τpn1´1,nq
n dn1,n. Each dn1,n starts with dn1´1,n,
which starts with dn1´2,n ¨ ¨ ¨ . Consequently, each dn1,n starts with c
tpnq
n . Similarly, each
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dn1,n ends with c
t1pnq
n . Therefore, there exists an occurrence c
t1pnq
n e
τpn1´1,nq
n c
tpnq
n in dn1`1,n.
By the assumption that spkq “ s1pkq “ 1 for m ą k ľ n, the integers 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2pm´ nq
appear in the form τpk, nq. In conclusion, for all integers τ “ 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2pm ´ nq, cm,n
has c
t1pnq
n e
τ
n c
tpnq
n . Let vn,i, vn,j P V pcnq. In the walk c
t1pnq
n e
τ
n c
tpnq
n , there exists a walk
w1 :“ cn
˚
eτn cn
˚˚
. We denote by gapw1rvn,i, vn,js the gap between vn,i in cn
˚
and vn,j in cn
˚˚
.
Then, gapw1rvn,i, vn,js “ ln ´ i ` τ ` j “ ln ` j ´ i ` τ . Let A :“ t ln ` j ´ i ` τ | τ “
2, 4, . . . , 2pm ´ nq u. Because t1pnq ľ 2, there exists a walk cn
˚
cn e
τ
n cn
˚˚
. If we take vn,i in
cn
˚
, then we get the set of gaps B :“ t 2ln ` j ´ i` τ | τ “ 2, 4, . . . , 2pm´ nq u. Because ln
is an odd integer, AYB Ą r3ln, 2pm ´ nqs. The conclusion is now obvious. 
Proposition 6.31. Suppose that for all n ą 0, ln ľ 10 are odd integers and spnq “
s1pnq “ 1 for all n ľ 1. Then, pX, fq is topologically mixing. The number of ergodic
measures can be both 1 and 2. In particular, for Cantor topologically mixing proximal
systems of rank 2, the number of ergodic measures can be both 1 and 2.
Proof. Fix n ľ 1 as arbitrarily large. Take u, v P V pGnq “ V pcnq arbitrarily. Then, by
Lemma 6.30, fkpUpuqq X V pvq ‰ H for all k ľ 3ln. Because n, u, v are arbitrary, we
conclude that pX, fq is topologically mixing. Let us check whether the last statement
holds. Note that, in the previous proposition, we have not assumed any condition on
an’s, except that ln’s are odd. Therefore, by taking s
2pnq to be very large compared with
tpnq ` t1pnq ` t2pnq, we can make pX, fq uniquely ergodic. On the other hand, if we make
s2pnq small compared with tpnq ` t1pnq ` t2pnq, we can make pX, fq have two ergodic
measures. 
Hereinafter, we consider the cases in which an (n ľ 1) are all blank. Thus, we have
ϕn`1pcn`1q “ e
spnq
n c
t¯pnq
n e
s1pnq
n for all n ľ 1. We note that for m ą n,
ϕm,npcmq “ e
spm,nq
n dm`1,n e
s1pm,nq
n , and
dm`1,n “
´
dm,n e
τpm´1,nq
n
¯t¯pmq´1
dm,n.
Proposition 6.32. There exist sequences spnq “ s1pnq and t¯pnq such that pX, fq is not
topologically mixing but weakly mixing and uniquely ergodic.
Proof. Let np1q be a positive integer. Suppose that Gn is constructed for all n ĺ np1q such
that spnq “ s1pnq and l1 ľ 3 is odd. It is possible to make lnp1q odd by letting t¯pnq be odd
for all n ă np1q. We remark that spnp1q ´ 1q “ s1pnp1q ´ 1q need not be 1. Let m ą np1q.
For k with m ą k ľ np1q, let spkq “ s1pkq “ 1 and t¯pkq ľ 3 be odd. Then, by Lemma 6.29,
each lk pm ľ k ľ np1qq is odd. Then, for some large m, by Lemma 6.30, we can assume
that for all u, v P V pcnp1qq, 3lnp1q P Nm,np1qpu, vq. For every u, v P V pGnp1qq, we get
f3lnp1qpUpuqq XUpvq ‰ H. In particular, for every pu1, v1q, pu2, v2q P V pGnp1qq ˆ V pGnp1qq,
we get pf ˆ fq3lnp1q pUpu1q ˆ Upv1qq X Upu2q ˆ Upv2q ‰ H. In the above process, we have
not defined spmq, s1pmq. We just defined spkq “ s1pkq “ 1 for m ą k ľ np1q. We take
t¯pmq ľ 3 to be an odd integer arbitrarily. We note that
ϕm`1,npcm`1q “ e
spm,nq
n dm`1,n e
s1pm,nq
n , and
dm`1,n “
´
dm,n e
τpm´1,nq
n
¯t¯pmq´1
dm,n.
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Thus, lpdm`1,nq is determined by lpdm,nq, spiq “ s
1piq with i ă m, and t¯pmq. We take
spmq “ s1pmq to be sufficiently large such that spmq` s1pmq ą 1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,np1qq. We recall
that
dm`2,n “
´
dm`1,n e
τpm,nq
n
¯t¯pm`1q´1
dm`1,n.
Roughly, the length of separation of each vertex of cn is within dm`1,n or within dm`1,n e
τpm,nq
n dm`1,n,
or it is much greater. Then, for arbitrary spkq, s1pkq, t¯pkq pk ą mq, there exists a con-
stant K1 ą 1 such that for every m
1 ą m and for all u, v P V pcnp1qq, rlpdm`1,np1qq `
1, lpdm`1,np1qq`K1sXNm1,np1qpu, vq “ H. Therefore, l P rlpdm`1,np1qq`1, lpdm`1,np1qq`K1s
implies that f lpUpuqq X Upvq “ H. Let np2q “ m` 1, and proceed in the same manner.
We get system pX, fq, which is not topologically mixing but weakly mixing. We show that
this construction brings about uniquely ergodic systems. In the construction, it is obvious
that ln`1 ą 3ln for all n ľ np1q. To find the number of ergodic measures, let us compute
1 ´ rpiq. We recall that spiq “ s1piq “ 1 except when i “ npkq ´ 1 for some k ľ 1. Let
n1pkq “ npkq ´ 1 for all k ľ 1. Suppose that npkq ĺ i ă n1pk ` 1q for some k. Then, we
get 1 ´ rpiq “ pspiq ` s1piqq{pspiq ` s1piq ` t¯piqliq ă 2{p2 ` 3liq ă 2{3li ă 2{3
i. Thus, by
Theorem 6.20, the number of ergodic measures is determined only by the divergence of
(6.12)
8ÿ
k“1
p1´ rpn1pkqqq.
Fix k and let m “ n1pkq. We compute 1´rpmq “ pspmq`s1pmqq{pspmq`s1pmq` t¯pmqlmq.
If we take spmq “ s1pmq to be large, then 1´rpmq can be taken arbitrarily close to 1. Thus,
we can make (6.12) diverge, i.e., pX, fq can be made uniquely ergodic. This concludes the
proof. We would like to show that, by our construction, (6.12) always diverges. We have
assumed that spmq ` s1pmq ą 1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,npk´1qq. We let n “ npk ´ 1q. Thus, we get
1´ rpmq ą p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq{p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq ` t¯pmqlmq
“ p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq{p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq ` lpdm`1,nq ` τpm´ 1, nqq
“ p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq{p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq ` lpdm`1,nq ` 2pm´ nqq
ą p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq{p1.5 ¨ lpdm`1,nq ` 2 ¨ lpdm`1,nqq
“ 3{7.
Thus, (6.12) diverges. 
Proposition 6.33. There exist sequences spnq, s1pnq, and t¯pnq such that pX, fq is not
weakly mixing. Both uniquely ergodic systems and systems with two ergodic measures are
possible. We can take sequences such that spnq “ s1pnq for all n ľ 1.
Proof. Let p ľ 3 be a positive integer. Let l1 ľ 3 be a multiple of p. Take sequences
spiq, s1piq pi ľ 1q such that all spiq and s1piq are multiples of p. Note that spiq “ s1piq
pi ľ 1q is possible. This guarantees the last statement. Then, every ln is a multiple of p
for all n ľ 1. Fix n ą 1. We recall that cn “ pvn,0, vn,1, vn,2, . . . , vn,lnq. Then, it is easy to
see that every two occurrences of vn,1 have a gap that is a multiple of p. It is the same for
vn,2. Therefore, pf ˆ fq
lpUpvn,1q ˆUpvn,1qq X pUpvn,1q ˆUpvn,2qq “ H for all l ľ 0. Thus,
the first statement is proved. This construction does not restrict the size of spnq ` s1pnq
and t¯pnqln. Thus, it is easy to see that the second statement is valid. 
30 TAKASHI SHIMOMURA
This brief survey on some properties of proximal Cantor systems with topological rank
2 is no more than just a starting point. We presented only one concrete example that
is mentioned in [BHS08, Proposition 55]. There remain numerous cases of non-primitive
substitutions of 2 symbols; some of them must have topological rank 2. Although proximal
Cantor systems with topological rank 2 have some similarities with rank 1 transformations
that are considered in the vast field of ergodic theory (cf., for example, [Kal84]), we could
not find any link nor identify overlapping systems.
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